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Abstract
In this paper, we develop both semi-discrete and fully discrete mixed ﬁnite element methods for modeling wave propagation in
three-dimensional double negative metamaterials. Optimal error estimates are proved for Nédélec spaces under the assumption of
smooth solutions. To our best knowledge, this is the ﬁrst error analysis obtained for Maxwell’s equations when metamaterials are
involved.
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1. Introduction
In 1968,Veselago [33] postulated the existence of electromagneticmaterial in which both permittivity and permeabil-
ity were negative real values. Until very recently, such materials were realized in practice by arranging periodic arrays
of small metallic wires and split-ring resonators [31,32]. These artiﬁcially structured periodic media (often termed as
metamaterials) have very unusual electromagnetic properties and open great potential applications in diverse areas such
as interconnects for wireless telecommunications, radar and defense, nanolithography with light, medical imaging with
super-resolution and so on [18,15]. Many different types of artiﬁcial media have been investigated, for an overview
of the state of the art in the progress on metamaterials, readers can learn more from the special issues [20,21,29] and
books [14,6]. In this paper we will focus on the double-negative (DNG) materials, in which both permittivity and
permeability are negative. Note that DNG materials are also referred as left-hand (LH) media, negative-index materials
(NIM), and backward-wave media (BW). In these metamaterials, the periodicity is much smaller than the wavelength
of the impinging electromagnetic wave. Hence it is useful and customary to study them as continuous materials.
Some numerical simulations of DNG metamaterials have been performed using the FDTD method [35,34,12,16] and
the ﬁnite element methods [22,15]. Such simulation requires the ‘ab initio’ numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations
inn the time domain [16, p. 689]. To the best of our knowledge, no theoretical analysis has been done for justiﬁcation
of the reliability of the numerical methods when metamaterials are involved, even though many signiﬁcant results have
been obtained for simple media (see, e.g., papers [25,27,8,9,1,3,17,10,19,13,23], the recent conference proceedings
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[2,7,11], and the books [5,26] and references cited therein). In this paper, we try to ﬁll the gap by developing both
semi-discrete and fully discrete mixed ﬁnite element methods for modeling DNG metamaterials in three-dimensional
(3-D) time domain. Corresponding optimal error estimates are proved for smooth solutions.
In this paper, C (sometimes with sub-index) denotes a generic constant, which is independent of the ﬁnite element
mesh size h and time step size . We also use some common notation [26]
H(curl;) = {v ∈ (L2())3; ∇ × v ∈ (L2())3},
H (curl;) = {v ∈ (H ())3; ∇ × v ∈ (H ())3},
H0(curl;) = {v ∈ H(curl;); n × v = 0 on },
where 0 is a real number, and  is a bounded Lipschitz polyhedral domain inR3 with connected boundary  and
unit outward normal n. Let (H ())3 be the standard Sobolev space equipped with the norm ‖ · ‖ and semi-norm
| · |. Speciﬁcally ‖ · ‖0 will mean the (L2())3-norm. Also H(curl;) and H (curl;) are equipped with the norm
‖v‖0,curl = (‖v‖20 + ‖curl v‖20)1/2, ‖v‖,curl = (‖v‖2 + ‖curl v‖2)1/2.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the governing equations. In Section 3, we
consider a semi-discrete scheme and prove the corresponding error estimates. Section 4 is devoted to the fully discrete
scheme and its error analysis. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. The governing equations
The electromagnetic wave propagation is governed by the Maxwell’s equations
∇ × E = − B
t
, (1)
∇ × H = D
t
, (2)
where E(x, t) and H(x, t) are the electric and magnetic ﬁelds, D(x, t) and B(x, t) are the corresponding electric and
magnetic ﬂux densities. Note that D and B arise in response to the electric and magnetic ﬁelds E and H propagating
inside the medium and are related to them through the constitutive relations given by
D = 0E + P ≡ E, B = 0H + M ≡ H, (3)
where 0 is the vacuum permittivity, 0 is the vacuum permeability, and P and M are the induced electric and magnetic
polarizations, respectively.
As in [35,34,12], lossy Drude polarization and magnetization models are used to simulate the DNG medium. In the

















where pe and pm are the electric and magnetic plasma frequencies, and e and m are the electric and magnetic
damping frequencies.
Using a time-harmonic variation of exp(−it) (i.e., /t in time domain corresponding to −i in the frequency do-
main), from (3)–(5) we can obtain the corresponding time domain equations for the polarizationP and themagnetization












Denote the induced electric and magnetic currents
K = M
t
, J = P
t
. (8)








= −∇ × E − K, (10)
J
t
+ eJ = 02peE, (11)
K
t
+ mK = 02pmH. (12)
Note that the two-dimensional transverse magnetic model of [34, Eq. (10)] can be obtained directly from (9)–(12) by
assuming the components Ey,Hx,Hz = 0.
Solving (11) and (12) with initial electric and magnetic currents J0(x) and K0(x), respectively, we obtain
J(x, t;E) = J0(x) + 02pe
∫ t
0
e−e(t−s)E(x, s) ds ≡ J0(x) + J(E), (13)
K(x, t;H) = K0(x) + 02pm
∫ t
0
e−m(t−s)H(x, s) ds ≡ K0(x) + K(H). (14)
In summary, the model equations for wave propagation in a DNG medium become: ﬁnd (E,H) such that
0Et − ∇ × H + J(E) = −J0(x) in × (0, T ), (15)
0Ht + ∇ × E + K(H) = −K0(x) in × (0, T ). (16)
For simplicity, we shall assume that the boundary of  is perfect conducting so that
n × E = 0 on , (17)
where n is the unit outward normal to .
3. The semi-discrete scheme
3.1. Notation and preliminary results
Let (·, ·) denote the (L2())3 inner product, and E(t) = E(·, t) and H(t) = H(·, t). Multiplying Eq. (15) by a test
function  ∈ (L2())3, Eq. (16) by  ∈ H(curl;), and integrating over , we can obtain the weak formulation for
(13)–(17): ﬁnd the solution (E,H) ∈ [C1(0, T ; (L2())3) ∩ C0(0, T ;H(curl;))]2 of (15)–(16) such that
0(Et ,) − (∇ × H,) + (J(E),) = (−J0,) ∀  ∈ (L2())3, (18)
0(Ht ,) + (E,∇ × ) + (K(H),) = (−K0,) ∀  ∈ H(curl;) (19)
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for 0< tT with the initial conditions
E(x, 0) = E0(x) and H(x, 0) = H0(x). (20)
Note that the boundary condition (17) was used for deriving (19).
To deﬁne our mixed ﬁnite element method, we introduce some notation ﬁrst. Following [25, p. 1617], let Pk denote
the standard space of polynomials of total degree less than or equal to k, and let P˜k denote the space of homogeneous
polynomials of degree k. Deﬁne Sk ⊂ (Pk)3 and Rk ⊂ (Pk)3 by
Sk = {p ∈ (P˜k)3|p(x) · x = 0, x ∈ R3},
Rk = (Pk−1)3 ⊕ Sk .
We assume shape regular meshes T h that partition  into tetrahedra {K}. Let K be a tetrahedron in  with edge e
and face f, and e be a unique vector parallel to e. Let u ∈ (W 1,l(K))3 for some l > 2. We deﬁne the following three
















u · q dx ∀q ∈ (Pk−3(K))3
}
. (23)
Nédélec [28] proves that the above three sets of degrees of freedom are Rk-unisolvent and curl conforming.
Furthermore, we deﬁne [25, (3.2) and (3.8)]
Uh ∈ (L2())3 = {uh|uh|K ∈ (Pk−1)3 ∀K ∈ T h}
Vh = {vh ∈ H(curl;)|vh|K ∈ Rk ∀K ∈ T h},
then any function in Vh can be uniquely deﬁned by the degrees of freedom (21)–(23) on each K ∈ T h. Hence for
any u ∈ (W 1,l())3, l > 2, we can deﬁne the interpolation operator 	hu ∈ Vh such that 	hu ∈ Vh|K has the same
moments (21)–(23) as u on K for each K ∈ T h.
The following interpolation properties for the Nédélec spaces are proved by Monk [25, Theorem 3.2]:
Lemma 3.1. If u ∈ (H l+1())3, 1 lk, then
‖u −	hu‖0 + ‖∇ × (u −	hu)‖0Chl‖u‖l+1.
We also need the standard (L2())3 projection operator Ph : (L2())3 → Uh deﬁned as [25, (3.9)]:
(Phu − u,h) = 0 ∀h ∈ Uh.
Furthermore, we have the error estimate [25, (3.10)]
‖u − Phu‖0Chl‖u‖l , 0 lk. (24)
Now we can construct our semi-discrete mixed FEM for solving (18)–(20): ﬁnd (Eh,Hh) ∈ C1(0, T ;Uh) ×
C1(0, T ;Vh) such that
0(Eht ,h) − (∇ × Hh,h) + (J(Eh),h) = (−J0,h) ∀h ∈ Uh, (25)
0(Hht ,h) + (Eh,∇ × h) + (K(Hh),h) = (−K0,h) ∀h ∈ Vh (26)
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for 0< tT , subject to the initial conditions
Eh(0) = PhE0 and Hh(0) =	hH0. (27)
Note that (25)–(26) is a system of linear ordinary differential equation, which guarantees the existence and uniqueness
of a solution.
We need the following Gronwall lemma [30, p. 13] in our coming error estimates:
Lemma 3.2. Let f ∈ L1(0, T ) be a non-negative function, g and 
















∀t ∈ [0, T ].
3.2. The error estimates
Theorem 3.1. Let (E(t),H(t)) and (Eh(t),Hh(t)) be the solutions of (18)–(20) and (25)–(27) at time t , respectively.
Then we have the general error estimate
0
2








eC1t , 0< tT ,
where
B(t) = 20‖PhEt − Et‖20 +
2
0





‖(PhE − E)(s)‖20 ds







‖(	hH − H)(s)‖20 ds,
and










Furthermore, assume that E(t),Et (t) ∈ (Hk())3, and H(t),Ht (t) ∈ (Hk+1())3, for k1, 0< tT . Then there is
a constant C = C(T , 0, 0,pe,pm,e,m,E,H), independent of the mesh size h, such that
0‖(E − Eh)(t)‖20 + 0‖(H − Hh)(t)‖20Ch2k ,
where k is the degree of edge elements in the space Vh.
Remark 1. Our error estimates are obtained provided that the solutions E and H are smooth enough. Error analysis
with weaker regularity assumptions may be pursued using the interpolation operators of [4], which will be discussed
in our future work.
Proof. Subtracting (25)–(26) from (18)–(19) with = h and = h, respectively, we have the error equations
0((E − Eh)t ,h),h) − (∇ × (H − Hh),h) + (J(E − Eh),h) = 0 ∀h ∈ Uh, (28)
0((H − Hh)t ,h) + (E − Eh,∇ × h) + (K(H − Hh),h) = 0 ∀h ∈ Vh. (29)
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Denote (t)= (PhE−Eh)(t), (t)= (	hH−Hh)(t). Choosing h =,h = in (28)–(29), and re-arranging terms
lead to
0(t , ) − (∇ × , ) + (J(), ) = 0((PhE − E)t , ) − (∇ × (	hH − H), ) + (J(PhE − E), ),
0(t , ) + (,∇ × ) + (K(), ) = 0((	hH − H)t , ) + (PhE − E,∇ × ) + (K(	hH − H), ).






= 0((PhE − E)t , ) − (∇ × (	hH − H), ) + (J(PhE − E), ) − (J(), )




(I )i . (30)
Now we will estimate (I )i one by one for i = 1, 2, . . . , 8.
For (I )1, using the arithmetic geometric mean inequality, we have
(I )1 = 0((PhE − E)t , ) 08 ‖(t)‖
2
0 + 20‖PhEt − Et‖20.
Similarly, we obtain





‖∇ × (	hH − H)‖20,
and



















‖(PhE − E)(s)‖20 ds,






























‖(PhE − E)(s)‖20 ds.
Similarly, we have












‖(t)‖20 + 0‖	hHt − Ht‖20.
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By the construction of Uh and Vh, we have ∇ × Vh ⊂ Uh [25, p. 1620]. Hence by the deﬁnition of Ph, we obtain
(I )6 = (PhE − E,∇ × ) = 0.











‖(	hH − H)(s)‖20 ds
.
The estimate of (I )8 follows exactly the same way as (I )4, i.e.,











































B(t) = 20‖PhEt − Et‖20 +
2
0





‖(PhE − E)(s)‖20 ds







‖(	hH − H)(s)‖20 ds. (32)



















B(t) dt , (33)
where












































which completes the ﬁrst part of proof.
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which being substituted into (34) and using the triangle inequality completes the second part of our proof. 
Remark 2. Our analysis can be modiﬁed easily to accommodate the case when either e or m becomes zero. For
example, when e is zero, Eq. (13) becomes



















Similar new estimates can be obtained for (I )7 and (I )8 when m becomes zero. In all, for the special case when
both e and m are zero, the error estimates of Theorem 3.1 still hold true, but with C1 = 1 + 4T 2(4pe + 4pm).
4. The fully discrete scheme
To construct a fully discrete scheme for (18)–(19), we divide the time interval (0, T ) into M uniform subintervals
by points 0 = t0 < t1 < · · ·< tM = T , where tk = k, and denote the kth subinterval by I k = (tk−1, tk]. Moreover, we






Now we can formulate our fully discrete mixed ﬁnite element scheme for (15)–(16) as follows: for k = 1, 2, . . . ,M,
ﬁnd Ekh ∈ Uh,Hkh ∈ Vh such that
0(E
k
h,h) − (∇ × Hkh,h) + (Jk−1h ,h) = (−J0,h) ∀h ∈ Uh, (35)
0(H
k
h,h) + (Ekh,∇ × h) + (Kk−1h ,h) = (−K0,h) ∀h ∈ Vh (36)
for 0< tT , subject to the initial conditions
Eh(0) = PhE0 and Hh(0) =	hH0. (37)
Here Jkh and Kkh are recursively deﬁned as
J0h = 0, Jkh = e−eJk−1h + 02peEkh, k1, (38)
K0h = 0,Kkh = e−mKk−1h + 02pmHkh, k1. (39)
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which is non-singular by noticing that the stiffness matrices A = 0/(Uh,Uh) and C = 0/(Vh,Vh) are symmetric
positive deﬁnite, the matrix B = (∇ ×Vh,Uh), and the determinant of Q is det(Q)=det(A) det(C+B ′A−1B), which
is guaranteed to be non-zero.
4.1. Preliminary estimates
To prove our main error estimates given in Theorem 4.1 below, we need to prove some lemmas ﬁrst.






















‖ut (t)‖2B dt ∀u ∈ H 1(0, T ;B). (42)
Proof. The results were stated in [9, p. 203] without proof, a complete proof was provided in [24]. 
Lemma 4.2. Let Jk ≡ J(E(·, tk)) and Kk ≡ K(H(·, tk)) deﬁned by (13) and (14), Jkh and Kkh deﬁned by (38) and (39),
respectively. Then for any 1nM, we have
(i) |Jnh − Jn|02pe
n∑
k=1
|Ekh − Ek| + 02pe
∫ tn
0
|eE(t) + Et (t)| dt ,
(ii) |Knh − Kn|02pm
n∑
k=1
|Hkh − Hk| + 02pm
∫ tn
0
|mH(t) + Ht (t)| dt .
Proof. (i) By deﬁnition (13), we have


















eesE(x, s) ds, (43)
which being subtracted from (38) gives







= e−e(Jk−1h − Jk−1) + 02pe
[
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Now we have to estimate (ERR)i one by one for i = 1, 2, 3.
It is easy to see that
(ERR)1 |Jk−1h − Jk−1|,
(ERR)2 = 02pe(Ekh − Ek)02pe|Ekh − Ek|.
To estimate (ERR)3, we need the following identity∫
I k


















|ft (t)| dt . (45)










e−e(tk−t)|eE(t) + Et (t)| dt02pe
∫
I k
|eE(t) + Et (t)| dt .
Therefore, we have
|Jkh − Jk| |Jk−1h − Jk−1| + 02pe[|Ekh − Ek| +
∫
I k
|eE(t) + Et (t)| dt].





|Ekh − Ek| +
∫
I k





|Ekh − Ek| + 02pe
∫ tn
0
|eE(t) + Et (t)| dt ,
which concludes our proof.
(ii) The proof follows exactly the same procedures as (i). 
We also need to use the following discrete analogue of Gronwall’s inequality [30, p. 14]):
Lemma 4.3. Let f (t) and g(t) be nonnegative functions deﬁned on tj = j, j = 0, 1, . . . ,M,M = T , and g(t) be
non-decreasing. If




where C is a positive constant, then
f (tk)g(tk) exp(Ck).
Theorem 4.1. Let (En,Hn) and (Enh,H
n
h) be the solutions of (18)–(19) and (35)–(39) at time t = tn, respectively.
Assume that
E(t),Et (t),Ht (t) ∈ (H l())3,∇ × Et (t),∇ × Ht (t) ∈ (L2())3,H(t),∇ × H(t) ∈ (H l+1())3,
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for all 0 tT . Then there is a constant C =C(T , 0, 0,pe,pm,e,m,E,H), independent of both the time step
 and the ﬁnite element mesh size h, such that
max
1nM
(‖En − Enh‖20 + ‖Hn − Hnh‖20)C(2 + h2l ),
where 1 lk, and k is the degree of basis functions in Uh and Vh.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.1
Integrating the weak formulation (18)–(19) in time over I k and choosing = (1/)h,= (1/)h lead to
0





































which subtract (35) and (36), respectively, we obtain the error equations
0((E


















J(E(s)) ds − Jk−1h ,h
)
= 0 ∀h ∈ Uh, (46)
0((H














K(H(s)) ds − Kk−1h ,h
)
= 0 ∀h ∈ Vh. (47)
Denote kh =PhEk −Ekh, kh =	hHk −Hkh. Then choosing h =kh,h =kh in (46)–(47), the above error equations





































E(s) ds,∇ × kh
)











Adding the above two equations together, then multiplying both sides of the resultant by , and using the inequality
a(a − b) 12 (a2 − b2),




(‖kh‖20 − ‖k−1h ‖20) +
0
2
(‖kh‖20 − ‖k−1h ‖20)




















+ 0((	hHk − Hk), kh)






E(s) ds,∇ × kh
)











(I )i . (48)
In the rest we shall estimate (I )i one by one for i = 1, 2, . . . , 10.






















‖Et (t)‖2l dt .
Similarly, with Lemma 3.1 we can easily obtain
(I )2 12‖kh‖20 + 12‖∇ × (	hHk − Hk)‖20
 12‖kh‖20 + Ch2l‖∇ × Hk‖2l+1.






























‖∇ × Ht (t)‖20 dt .













|Ejh − Ej | +
∫ tk−1
0
|eE(t) + Et (t)| dt‖20.
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Using inequalities

































































⎣(k − 1) k−1∑
j=1
|Ejh − Ej |2 + T
∫ T
0







(|jh|2 + |PhEj − Ej |2) + 
∫ T
0
|eE(t) + Et (t)|2 dt
⎤
⎦ ,
where in the last step we used the triangle inequality, the fact that kT , and absorbed the dependence of T into the
generic constant C.





|Ejh − Ej | +
∫ tk−1
0








(‖jh‖20 + h2l‖Ej‖2l ) + 
∫ T
0











‖eE(t) + Et (t)‖20 dt ,













‖eE(t) + Et (t)‖20 dt .




















‖Jt (E(t))‖20 dt .
From (11) and (13), we have
Jt (E) = −eJ + 02peE = −e02pe
∫ t
0
e−e(t−s)E(s) ds + 02peE,
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‖E(s)‖20 ds + ‖E(t)‖20
)
,








‖E(s)‖20 ds + ‖E(t)‖20
)
.






















‖Ht (t)‖2l dt .
Using the fact ∇ × kh ⊂ Ukh [25, p. 1620], and the deﬁnition of Ph, we have
(I )7 = (PhEk − Ek,∇ × kh) = 0.
Using [26, (3.27)], the boundary condition (17) and integration by parts, we have






























‖∇ × Et (t)‖20 dt .



















‖H(s)‖20 ds + ‖H(t)‖20
)
.
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‖Ht (t)‖2l dt + C2
∫ T
0





















‖H(s)‖20 ds + ‖H(t)‖20
)
. (49)
Absorbing the dependence of E and H into the generic constant C, and using the fact 0h = 0h = 0 due to (37) and
nT , we can simply rewrite (49) as
‖nh‖20 + ‖nh‖20C(2 + h2l ) + C2
n∑
k=1
(‖kh‖20 + ‖kh‖20), (50)
which is equivalent to
‖nh‖20 + ‖nh‖20C(2 + h2l ) + C3
n−1∑
k=1
(‖kh‖20 + ‖kh‖20), (51)
where we used the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality for the k = n term in the summation and absorbed ‖nh‖20 and ‖nh‖20
into the left side.
Using the Gronwall inequality (Lemma 4.3), we ﬁnally obtain
‖nh‖20 + ‖nh‖20C(2 + h2l )eC3nC(2 + h2l )eC3T ,
which along with the triangle inequality and the interpolation estimates (cf. Lemma 3.1 and (28)), we have
‖En − Enh‖20 + ‖Hn − Hnh‖202(‖En − PhEn‖20 + ‖nh‖20) + 2(‖Hn −	hHn‖20 + ‖nh‖20)
Ch2l‖En‖2l + Ch2l‖Hn‖2l+1 + 2(‖nh‖20 + ‖nh‖20)C(h2l + 2),
which concludes our proof. 
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5. Conclusions
In this paper we derive error estimates for ﬁnite element solutions of Maxwell’s equations in the presence of double
negativematerials.Optimal error estimates are obtained for both semi-discrete and fully discrete schemeswithNédélec’s
curl-conforming ﬁnite elements on tetrahedra. The present work is our initiation on ﬁnite element analysis for DNG
materials. More challenging problems such as the case when both normal (i.e., double positive materials) and DNG
materials co-exist, and numerical implementation will be investigated in our future work.
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